


aboutus

Astral Studios, established in 1991, is a television and video production company based in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. We specialise in the creation of quality original Television Productions, 
Documentaries and Corporate Videos and an array of Digital Media .

We provide the full digital media spectrum from print to television. We pride ourselves in providing 
excellent corporate communication services to optimize B2B marketing.

Our in house facilities offers integrated One Stop Production undertaking the complete production 
under one roof.  All our departments are closely managed to ensure tight deadline delivery with 
high quality results. We ensure that clients branding and message is not compromised when 
handling and transfering assets from print to television and web based media. 

This efficient process ensures quality control and provides a cost saving benefit to our clients. Our 
production services caters to all marketing related presentations, advertising and eventing needs.

We handle all projects from concept to design development and scripting, 3D animation & visual 
effects, video filming and Post Production editing, sound and final mix to delivery to a variety of 
digital media. 

We are in a position to offer our clients high quality professional service as we are constantly 
upgrading and expanding our services in order to better, serve our clients needs. Our fun loving 
creative team is totally dedicated and each project is embraced with passion and excitement.

We also offer services for media placement of advertisements on the conventional TV and Radio 
channels, including media placement on plasma screens, which are visible in strategic public areas 
such as airports, gyms, banks and medical centres. This targets a more focused audience in regional 
areas, thereby increasing your exposure and helping your business grow.

►Affordable high impact technologically advanced productions.
 ►Vast collection of local and international stock footage.
►Vast array of ready made graphic design and visual effects assets.
►21 years experience in video production and corporate communications.

            www.astralstudios.com

http://www.astralstudios.com/
http://www.astralstudios.co.za/
http://www.astralstudios.co.za/


ourproducts
Astral Studios, provides brand and media development services that include corporate video 
and television production, interactive multimedia presentations, graphic and broadcast 
design, as well as 3D modelling and animation including visual effects.

https://vimeo.com/astralstudios/channels
http://www.youtube.com/user/astral4studios3?feature=results_main


ourservices
Our services in audio visual and digital communications span across to a multitude of 
applications and include:

Marketing and Promotions Corporate Identity and Branding

Training and Education Launches and events

Radio & Television Advertising Documentaries

On line Marketing Campaigns Television Broadcast

Conference and Exhibitions Corporate  Design & Communications

Mobile Content Services and Apps Digital Signage  

We offer first class customer service and provide valuable consultation and advice in corporate 
communications. Our creative input and development of fresh ideas is frequently sought after.

Our unique integral one stop production service includes all marketing, presentation, 
advertising and eventing needs, from concept and research to design development and 
delivery in a variety of digital media.

Our range of services includes:

► Concept, Research and Theme development via market / audience analysis
 ► Broadcast and Graphic Design including Corporate ID and logo development
► Multimedia Design and Interactive Presentations
► Pre-production – Scriptwriting and storyboard development, casting for actors, voice-artist 
selection, vast Stock footage selection from our own extensive library.
► Producing and Directing – TV commercials, documentaries, corporate videos, product 
launches, road shows as well as live events and stage productions
► Post production editing – 4edit suites are available for technologically advanced digital 
editing and with an adjoining sound booth, voice-overs can be recorded for all productions
► Animation and Visual Effects – includes 3D Modelling and Character Animation and 
development, Flash 2D animations, Blue / Green Screen Key Studio and Multi-layered Visual 
Effects and Compositing

 ► Event Management – including generating of theme, electronic invite design, live to screen 
cameras, photography, creating interactive game shows and other fun video entertainment 
ideas.



 tvproduction
A range of original Television series are ready for distribution. All the series are available 
for broadcast, DVD and online distribution. 

Our series includes 3D Animated educational series, comedy, health and environmental 
genres. Our studios provides the entire production package from concept to broadcast 
delivery formats and owns full intellectual property rights on all productions. All our series 
have been distributed internationally on VOD, Online educational centres and libraries, 
and broadcast stations around the world.

Our featured TV series includes:

“MOUSE IN THE HOUSE”
Max the animated mouse explores the wonders of science by engaging young childrens' 
creative minds through exciting experiments.

“A HEALTHY YOU”
An informative, life-saving journey of medical discovery into the world of health and lifestyle 
conditions. 

“DO ME A FLAVA”
A comical host explores the recipe for the ultimate cultural delights from around the world, 
combining fun, food and flavour.

“JO-JO”
Jo-Jo, an self-conscious teenage heroine saves the earth's endangered species from the evil  
forces of Pandora, one adventure at a time. 

Click on links to go on line now to view our samples from our Vimeo  or You Tube TV Channel 

https://vimeo.com/channels/335149
http://www.youtube.com/user/astral4studios3?feature=results_main


Mouse in the House (2 Seasons – 52 Episodes X 3.5 min )

MOUSE IN THE HOUSE is a fantastic edutainment science series 
for orientating young children in Science and Technology.
It is of a particular interest to parents and educators to 
effectively teach children about science in a fun and interactive 
way.  The format uses a combination of 3D animation and live 
footage. The host named Max, is a 3D animated mouse  that will 
certainly delight the kids. The participants are junior school 
children guided by a science facilitator. 

Each episode includes a science based experiment that aims to 
improve comprehension and retention of concepts in physics, 
chemistry, electricity and magnetism and natural science.

The experiments encourage children to reason and engage their 
imagination. The results from performing these activities
will sustain the attention and interest of the learners and assist 
in personal growth and development. Furthermore the series 
can motivate children to explore science and the world around 
them.

3D animation of the experiments allows the viewer to see 
beyond the immediate visual scope thus formulating a clear 
understanding of the principles at hand. Real life examples are 
investigated to assist with purpose and reasoning.

It is recommended for parents and teachers from grade 3 and 
can be used right up to grade 7.

Mouse in the House is available on DVD, VOD, PPV, and 
Televised Broadcast.

Click to view the promo on line : 

 

http://vimeo.com/26758300
http://vimeo.com/26758300


JO JO (2 Episodes X 26 min – divided into 8X6.5)

“Jo Jo” is a unique and exciting 3-D animated adventure 
expedition series that uncovers the plight of various 
endangered species and their environments that are on the 
brink of extinction. Evil power-hungry, megalomaniac, 
Pandora, is hell-bent on achieving her mission of world 
domination even if it means total destruction of all living 
creatures around her. 

But planet earth has a new heroine! Sassy Eco-conscious 
teenager, Jo-Jo, joins forces with super-gadget manufacturers, 
Green Earth – an organization spearheaded by her enigmatic 
explorer uncle Jay, to put an end to this evil reign of terror, by 
harnessing the forces of nature to use against Pandora.

Jo-Jo and her thrill-seeking friends' keen appetite for 
adventure lands them in the thick of the action in the deepest, 
most far-reaching corners of the planet. From the coral reefs 
of the Pacific to the Savannah plains of Africa and the jungles 
of the Amazon, they battle the odds, thwarting the plans of 
Pandora and her henchmen, whilst saving sea turtles, rhino's 
and macaws. Jo-Jo meets a number of passionate “last line of 
defence” experts, while encountering the most amazing 
creatures and having an absolute blast along the way! Fineas, 
her fainthearted pet frog, is never far behind, stumbling upon 
a misadventure or two of his own as they explore the wonders 
of earth's creatures and marvel at the many mysteries of 
nature.

Hop on board and join Jo-Jo, Sid, Beth, Dylan and Fineas as 
they save the planet, one adventure at a time!

Click to view the promo on line : 

https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/26830401
https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/26830401


Do Me A FLAVA (14 Episodes X 26min)

Do Me A FlavA is a unique comedy lifestyle series that takes the 
viewer on an off-the-wall, amusing, tongue-in-cheek journey of 
discovery through the culinary delights and enthralling cultural 
sensations of the world.

Set in a working kitchen, comedian Darren Maul hosts the series 
and endeavors to get to grips with the essence of each culture. 
He explores its inherent humour and the cultural uniqueness of 
its people, food, drink, customs and cultural past times. 

Each episode begins with Darren highlighting some of the 
better-known associations with the culture, before introducing a 
guest who is an authentic authority in that particular country's 
cuisine and culture. As this guest chef demonstrates a series of 
traditional dishes, they uncover what it means to be 'Russian' or 
'Japanese' etc.

The kitchen becomes a playground of humor as they dress up in 
traditional attire and add a cheeky twist to expected cultural 
mannerisms and behaviour. Using banter and frivolity that 
provides the ultimate spice, our hosts laugh and bumble their 
way through  delectable dishes with the country's most 
infamous drinks thrown in in copious amounts for good 
measure, all the while trying to avoid Darren's tendency towards 
culinary catastrophe and somehow miraculously arriving at a 
resultant delicious meal. 

With an ensuing comedy of errors, Darren gets hands-on 
experience by immersing himself in that particular culture's 
favorite past times, sports or arts such as attending a ballet class 
at the Russian Ballet Academy or wrestling the Sumo World 
Champion with hilarious results.

Click to view the promo on line : 

https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/26768975
https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/26768975


A Healthy You is an informative lifestyle series that provides 
the opportunity to target health and lifestyle issues that are 
of interest or concern to everyone in the workplace and the 
public at large.

“A Healthy You” aims to inform you on how to identify, 
understand, manage and prevent health issues from 
occurring and to keep everyone and their families in the 
workplace healthy and productive.

A variety of conditions are tackled ranging from HIV, 
diabetes and allergies through to pregnancy, eye-care and 
alcoholism. Each episode is presented through an 
integration of live footage together with 3D graphics and 
animation. The presenter, together with the aid of real-life 
examples and re-enactments, takes us on a detailed, fact-
finding journey of exploration into uncovering the world of 
medical conditions.

“A Healthy You” creates healthy lifestyle awareness and 
ensures prevention of ill health as well as informs the 
viewer and equips them with knowledge to seek the right 
medical advice and also how to begin suggested treatments 
and lifestyle changes when required. 

The invaluable education provided by this program will play 
an important part in preventing both work-related ill health 
and pro-actively manage common health problems. 

Click to view the promo on line : 

https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/27053011
https://vimeo.com/channels/335149/27053011


                corporatemedia

Our  extensive  experience  in  all  the  areas  of  Media 
Solutions  and  Communications  ensures  professional 
production and building long term customer relationships.
We research and develop themes to drive campaigns that 
can  be  incorporated  throughout  marketing  material 
successfully. An animated company logo of your company 
can  also  be  created  and  included  in  all  communication 
material.

corporatevideo
Fully comprehensive video production services for DVD / 
Blu-ray as well as online ready transcoding for setting up 
You Tube or Vimeo video channels. Our production are 
available on Full HD including 5.1 surround.

liveevents
Multi-camera directing and recording for stage shows and 
award functions.

multimediapresentations & websitedesign
Our  studios  design  interactive  multimedia  (upgrading 
PowerPoint)  presentations  to  your  requirements, 
ensuring that it  will  offer need-satisfying information to 
your audience, in a layout that is attractive and efficient. 
Using the same feel throughout your marketing material, 
ensures consistency  making  you look professional in all 
your communications.

corporateidentity
Logo design and rationale for all marketing and 
promotional material for television, publications and 
online presence.    

Click to view the promo on line : 

  

https://vimeo.com/channels/312667
https://vimeo.com/channels/312667


  

        corporatedesign



   tv & radiocommercials

Television and Radio Commercials can be the 
most efficient way to advertise to a broad or 
targeted audience, creating product 
awareness and branding your company.
Our ultimate goal is to create a connection 
between the audience and the TV screen 
and / or radio, evoking an emotion to 
motivate for a positive action towards the 
product or service advertised.
Astral Studios will ensure that you get a great 
and effective television and / or radio 
commercial at an affordable price. We have 
extensive experience in the production of TV 
and Radio  Commercials with more than 250 
commercials produced to date.
We strive to find creative new ways to convey 
your message so that you achieves maximum 
impact and thereby maintain consistent 
brand marketing for your product or service.
Our creative ideas reflect the sign of the 
times, amusing aspects of our culture and 
thought-provoking scenarios. These ideas are 
executed to produce visually stunning and 
most pleasing results.
We methodically explore a number of 
technical and practical choices in order to 
produce a high quality product without the 
necessity of exploiting set budgets.

Click to view the promo on line :

https://vimeo.com/channels/312665
https://vimeo.com/channels/312665


  engagementmethodology
The whole production is done in-house at our studios. We provide all facilities from pre to post 
production including all elements listed below. We have production experience in several industries 
including among others – business and industry, sport, technology, education, training, health, 
tourism, socio-economics  and finance. 

Once  we have  engaged  with  the  client  we  obtain  a  comprehensive  brief  of  requirements  and  
proceed to create a foundation block by researching and scripting content, researching for shoot 
locations and casting for voice-artists, presenters and / or characters if required. 

In the meantime our graphic department begins work with the relevant designs. All graphics can be  
animated in high end 3D software. This can include anything from logos, to sequence build-ups in  
technological  training  and even character  animation.  3D animated characters  can be effectively  
utilised instead of live people to portray otherwise sensitive scenarios in gender, racial and political 
subject matter. In addition we can create impressive visual effects with the latest software. 

On script approval we record the voice-over / presenter and shoot the visual material in studio or on 
location.  We then proceed to off-line ( basic storyline ) and then on-line for final quality check,  
grading and broadcast specification. 

We also have a vast stock footage library that we have accumulated over the years covering a range  
of topics that can be used effectively as fillers throughout the video DVD, such as, shots of cities, 
roads and highways, industries, urban and rural environments, people living and working in various  
environments from finance, to social, sport and health etc.

As for the sound and music we can either utilize library music and sound or compose jingles.  The 
final stage is the audio final mix. We can then output to any format required.

The client is included throughout the entire process and each step is approved before we proceed  
to the next step.



ourclientbase

ABSA Bank Adcock Ingram AECI

Auto & General Bayer Pharmaceuticals Bidvest Group

Bluespec Carfind Cadbury’s (Chappies, Chomp),

Construction Ceta (Education and 
Training authority),

Construction Industry 
Development Board ( CIDB )

Crown Foods

Daimler Chrysler Dept. of Communications Depart of Education

Dept. of Environ. Affairs and 
Tourism

Dept. of Social Development Dept. of Science and Technology

Department of Trade and Industry Eskom Emfuleni Local Municipality

FIFA First National Bank Gauteng Enterprise Propellor 

Heineken Hewlett Packard Ford Motor Corporation

Human Sciences Research Council Hyperion ITU Telecom Africa

Johannesburg City Parks Joburg Metropolitan Council Jhb Stock Exchange (JSE)

Jhb Fresh Produce Market Johnson Haydenbry 
Advertising

Johannesburg Tourism

Kalbe Farma -Woods Ladbrokes Lever Ponds

L’oreal Maxidor Mercedes Benz Finance

Mitsubishi Nashua Mobile Neotel

Nike SA Novell Novartis

Ogilvy & Mather SA OK Furniture Panasonic

Pepsico RCI Rock Concerts UK

Russells SAASTA SA Breweries

Safcor Panalpina SA Paediatric Association SA Receiver of Revenue

SA Tourism Sandton Convention Centre Searle Pharmaceuticals

Seeff Servier Spescom

Southern Sun Standard Bank Standard Chartered Bank

Statmark Technikon SA The Caxton Group

The Citizen The Innovation Hub TOTAL

Waltons Zambian Government Zambian Tourism Board



                            clientssay
I would just like to take this opportunity to so say an ENORMOUS 
thank you for all the effort and hard work you put into the video. 
Considering the amount of time you had – it's actually something of  
a miracle!

Edith Venter  - EDITH VENTER PROMOTIONS
 

On behalf of Sunsilk I would like to convey our very sincere thanks 
to  you  and  your  team for  your  outstanding  contribution  of  our 
Glamour African Launch!

ETHNE WHITLEY 
LEVER PONDS - Manager Public Relations

Its hard to believe we have had a partnership of over twelve years 
doing great work together. It's no secret what’s' kept you in 
business: Professionalism, Efficiency and Effectiveness.
Your organization serves a benchmark for many production 
companies.

You've helped us launch great products in an equally spectacular fashion. One thing remains  
true through all that time you haven't stopped going beyond the call of duty.
Congratulations. I'd recommend you to any business !

Thebe Ikalafeng   -  Executive Director : Marketing

I Just want to use this opportunity to thank all involved at Astral  
Studios for their help on our presentations – the time, effort and 
creativity, editing and production that went on these presentations 
were world class and always done on time, even when time was 
limited. I've learned – you can't go wrong with Astral Studios.

Michelle Roodt
SAB – Consumer Development Manager

We are very pleased to have Mouse in the House be apart of 
our Toon Goggles family,  as it  has constantly proven to be 
our top viewed program.

Brendan Pollitz  - Creative Director : Toon Goggles



keypersonnel

Mike Byron 
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
HNDP Electrical Engineering – Wits Technikon
Marketing Management Diploma  - Damelin

 
Mike has a 10 year background in the technical application of Video Broadcast equipment 
as well as Marketing and Training at  Panasonic Broadcast Division. While at  Panasonic he 
acquired skills in communication as well as a practical knowledge of the business world.

Mike started Astral Studios in 1991 with the vision to provide excellent service together 
with fresh, unique ideas as well as to apply the best technical approach to achieve the most  
cost effective results along with superior quality finish. 

He  has  produced  and  directed  The  Epsilon  TV  Channel on  MNET  CSN.  A  variety  of 
documentaries,  news  programs  and  various  other  entertainment  series  for  television. 
Besides his many years of experience Mike is highly accomplished as a Filmmaker, director 
of photography and post production on line and off line editor with numerous formats and  
software applications. Directed numerous 3D animated TV commercials and sequences.  

He has also directed over 250 TV and radio commercials, hundreds of corporate videos,  
profiles and launches. He has created and programmed an extensive number of Multimedia 
Presentations and is constantly involved in the training of staff to continue adapting to the  
constant stream of new technological advancements.

Mike  has  also  directed  world-renowned  theater  shows  adapted  for  television  in  the 
international circuit, utilizing multi-camera and jib operated set ups. 

Over the years  he has  also produced and directed extensive TV /  Video programs and 
documentaries in a variety of fields from engineering to tourism, entertainment, medicine 
and social responsibility to news and finance. 

He  has  proven  to  have  an  exceptional  knowledge  in  creative  application  and  theme 
development in production - and applies this to every project he undertakes.



Irene Constantinides
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BSc Honours, RN, RM, RCHN, RPN: UCT and M Cur: RAU

Irene Constantinides has a spent an extensive period at UCT and RAU Universities. During 
her Thesis program she developed her skills in Communication, Research and Meticulous 
Analysis. The required studies and methodology has given her the opportunity to learn and 
accumulate  a  vast  knowledge in  human behavior  as  well  as  the  world  around us.  The  
analytical and extreme accuracy demands of the studies have given her a competitive edge.

These specialized skills were very much in demand when she joined Astral Studios in 1995. 
She is considered a very capable Executive Producer and combines her producing functions  
with production coordination, research and proficient scriptwriting.

Irene’s 18 years in the media industry has seen her produce hundreds of TV commercials,  
corporate  profiles  and  documentaries,  theatre  shows  adapted  for  Television,  and 
international TV series including children’s 3D educational series, a health series and an 
entertainment cooking show. 

Her management and co-ordination skills acquired over the many years have proven to be  
an invaluable asset to the business. She essentially plays the role of team leader to ensure  
that productions proceed smoothly and to the clients’ specifications,  budgets, deadlines 
and ultimate satisfaction.

Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment

Astral Studios is an Exempt Micro Enterprise, certificate available on request. 
We employ 10 full-time staff and continuously provide internships for University / 
Technikon students who need practical experience in the industry.



references
Benedict Motau
MICT Seta
Marketing Director
Tel: 011 207-2619; Cel: 082 447 9788; Fax 086 230 0271
Email: Benedict.motau@mict.org.za / benedict.motau@isettseta.org.za

Makhosonke Buthelezi
Manager: Communication and Marketing
Department of Trade & Industry 
Cell: 082 359 5584 / 084 305 8425; Tel: 012 394-1777
Email: MButhelezi@thedti.gov.za

Tseitsi Maleho
Manager: Regional Innovation Systems, 
The Innovation Hub
Tel 012 844-0023; Fax 012 844-0034; Cell 083 228 9123
Email tmaleho@theinnovationhub.com

Sharon Mould
Head: Marketing and Events
Gauteng Growth and Development Agency
Cell: 083 380 3396; Tel: 011 085-2429 
Email: sharonm@ggda.co.za

Jan Nel
SA Marketing & Communications
Ladbrokes
Cel: 082 608 0534
Email: sabrief@global.co.za

Kotli Molise
Manager: Communication and Marketing
Construction Industry Development Board
Cel: 082 824 7078; Tel: 012 482-7200 / 7233
Email: kotlim@cidb.org.za 

Thanking you 

Irene Constantinides Executive Producer Mike Byron  Creative Director
+27 11 467 4499 / +27 8265 38856 +27 82 65 88855

Copyright @ 2013 Astral Studios
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